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Th e second APLI workshop for Project 
Hamrahi was held at PeterMacCallum Cancer 
Centre, Melbourne on Friday 29 April 
2011 and sponsored by Della International 
College, Melbourne.  Participants of the 
workshop were Professor Rajagopal, Chan-
drika, Odette Spruyt, Natasha Michael, Alan 
Hebb, Rowan Hearn, Oliver Haisken, Di 
Saward, Michael Collins, Sarah Rose, Judith 
McIniery, Suharsha Kanathigoda, Wendy 
Scott, Rosalie Shaw, Judith Lacey, David 
Brumley with apologies from Carol Douglas, 
Sok Hui Goh and Meera Agar. 
Th e program included an introduction to 
Palliative Care in India (Professor Rajag-
opal), feedback from mentors (Odette 
Spruyt, Wendy Scott and Anil Tandon), 
orientation to teaching across cultures (Rosa-
lie Shaw), developing Hamrahi with a focus 
on growing the mentorship pool, processes 
of matching mentors to services, extending 
beyond India, and sponsorship. Proceedings 
of the workshop are presented below. 

1. PALLIATIVE CARE IN INDIA
Extracts from Prof Raj’s presentation:

• Disease and treatment destroys families
 in India.

• Th ere is a great need for eff ective quality
 palliative care services.

• Objectives of the project of the
 Trivandrum Institute of Palliative Sciences:
  To fi nd individuals committed to the
  concept of palliative care.
  To provide basic knowledge about
  palliative care e.g. opioid access, policy
  issues, minimum standards, making
  action plans.
  To provide ‘take off ’ grants of Rp30,000
  per month for 2 years.
  To provide continued mentoring for
  these individuals.

• India now has a specialist degree in
palliative care. Many will apply but not all will 
be suitable.  Oft en the organization appoints 
the person who is sent for 
training.  But organizations 
are oft en motivated by 
funding opportunities and 
prestige, rather than the 
desire to relieve the distress 
of patients.

Participants of the workshopParticipants of the workshop

The focus of this edition of the APLI 
news is Project Hamrahi, the collabora-
tive project between APLI and Pallium 
India which took fl ight in 2010. The
discussions which took place at the 
April Hamrahi workshop were impor-
tant in identifying the need for mentor 
debriefi ng after visits and the intensity 
of the experience for mentors.
Professor Rajagopal was able to visit 

Melbourne at the time of the work-
shop and to provide the much needed, 
in fact, critical, Indian refl ections and 
perspectives on the Project and its 
further development. The workshop 
generated a feeling of optimism and 
purpose for this collaboration. 

Dr Odette Spruyt
President, APLI

Hamrahi workshop overview
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2. FEEDBACK FROM MENTORS
Wendy Scott and Anil Tandon reflected on 
the following issues which they identified 
during their week of mentoring in Jamshedpur:
• Confronting ‘a cascade of suffering’ and  
 the impact on them personally.
In patient care: 
• Limited access to morphine and opioid  
 phobia
• Limited use of therapeutic dosing 
 of paracetamol
• Difficulties with truth telling and 
 advance planning
• Lack of identification of the terminal  
 phase
• Limited team work
• Medication charting/documentation 
• Enthusiasm for learning and improvement
 but limited structural support.

TEACHING: Dr Tandon found that many 
of the presentations which he had prepared 
in advance were not useful and that using 
the cases from that day for the teaching was 
much more effective. However, this was also 
exhausting with late night preparation. 
The combined nurse–doctor mentoring was 
very effective and allowed modelling of the 
team approach.

What are the rewards?
“To see patients crying when they first came 
into hospital, their bodies rigid with agony 
and their speech just a whimper, gradually 
return to humans who could talk to us, walk 
to toilet and regain their appetite was with-
out doubt, the greatest reward for the week” 
Dr Anil Tandon

Raelee Jensen, volunteer nurse with TIPS, 
from New Zealand
• …to raise the morale of nurses which can 
be low, so that they believe their job is of 
value and that they do make a difference to 
patients and families. 

• Also the students need to be encouraged 
and empowered to think for themselves, not 
just to carry out a doctor’s instruction, so I 
stress the importance of thorough assess-
ment, so that information can be shared 
within the team. “

Wendy Scott
• “It was difficult to find the balance be-
tween being completely honest vs 
potentially offending and glossing over 
the inadequacies”

Odette Spruyt reflections
What seemed to make the most difference 
was presence, the solidarity of being with 
clinicians and sharing in their work briefly, 
the ward based teaching. 
What might help in future mentor visits are: 
• Three way feedback between mentor, 
 Pallium and APLI within one month 
 of return
• Development of a report proforma   
 for mentors to complete after their visit,  
 and consider different levels of reports 
 for different audiences eg. one for show 
 casing Hamrahi to funding bodies, a
 other for providing detailed feedback to 
 help Pallium further guide Indian services 
 and ensure the sustainability of the services
• Early follow-up visit to service, by
 Pallium, to address issues identified 
• Repeat visit by mentor within one year
• Agreeing on a pattern of regular contact 
• Promoting service self assessment using  
 Indian palliative care standards 
• More opportunities for education 
 refresher courses for Indian services.
Each visit could be followed up by a visit 
from an Indian mentor.  However, cost was 
a barrier to such follow-up visits.

Feedback from mentors

Developing Hamrahi
i. GROWING THE MENTOR POOL
Several suggestions were made for recruiting 
new members including advertising at confer-
ences such as ANZSPM and PCA and articles in 
newsletters. Funding will be needed for men-
tors although some will be able to self fund. 
To date, one grant has been received from the 
Australia India Institute. 

WHO SHOULD VOLUNTEER? 

Ideally mentors should be: 
• experienced clinicians
• have some experience of working overseas
• be able to commit to at least 3 visits over 
 3- 5 years.

Re: Non medical mentors-Professor Rajagopal 
pointed out that the role of social workers 
was very different and occupational therapists 
were rare in India.  Physiotherapists may be 
able to teach the management of lymphoede-
ma but this would need a stay of longer than 
one week.  It would be difficult for a nurse to 
go alone as Indian nurses have poor language 
skills and low status in most parts of India.  
However, when teamed with a doctor this 
gave a powerful message about the role of the 
nurse in the palliative care team.. 

ii) ISSUES FOR MENTORS
Potential mentors have expressed the 
following concerns:
• uncertainty about the purpose of the visit
• personal safety
• concern about whether their skills were 
appropriate.

It was agreed that it was important for APLI to 
debrief mentors within a month of return from 
a mentorship visit.  The formal report of the 
visit was also important as an opportunity to 
record impressions and to assist in the prepa-
ration of presentations and media releases.

The annual India conference was a helpful 
introduction to palliative care in India for new 
mentors.  

For mentors to volunteer is a personal sacrifice 
(financial and leave) and therefore the trip 
must be purposeful.  This means that relevant 
Indian team members should not be on leave 
from the host organization at the time of the 
mentor’s visit.

It is important for mentors to have consist-
ency in their teaching and that the curriculum 
used in the Trivandrum course was reinforced. 

http://palliumindia.org/courses/ccpc/
for course details

Australian /New Zealand mentors identified:
Mentors who have visited in 2010-11

Dr Odette Spruyt
Dr Sok-Hui Goh
Dr Anil Tandon
Ms Wendy Scott

Expressions of interest

Dr Meera Agar – exploring links with 
Dr Niharika Panda, Behrampur, Orissa
Dr Judith Lacey
Dr Judith McIniery 
Dr Oliver Haisken –Assam
Dr David Brumley -Assam
Ms Sarah Rose –Patna
Dr Sandeep Bhagat – Patna, Kolkata?
Dr Suharsha Kanathigoda –Sri Lanka
Dr Christine Drummond –Sri Lanka
Dr Sandy McLeod 
Dr Adrian Dabscheck   
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IGIMS, Patna, Bihar

Dr Rajesh Singh, medical oncologist, 
Associate Professor, Regional Cancer 
Centre, Indira Gandhi Institute of Medi-
cal Sciences (IGIMS) attended TIPS in 
April-May 2011 for training, along with 
a nursing colleague. On return to Patna, 
he has helped set up CME training 
courses to be a key way of keeping in 
touch. “On regular basis we are organis-
ing CME on pain and palliative care, In 
the month of September 2011, on 10th, 
Dr Arunadhati CHAKBERTY is coming as 
a guest speaker from Kolkotta”

Dr Pritanjali, radiation oncologist, IGIMS 
visited Peter Mac radiotherapy and
palliative care departments for one 
month in July, 2011.

Another mentor visit is 
planned for February, 2012, 
hopefully together with
Dr Sandeep Bhagat and
an oncology nurse from
Peter Mac.

It was agreed that doctor mentors should be 
encouraged to invite a nurse or a junior doctor 
to accompany them on a mentoring visit.

iii) MATCHING MENTORS TO SITES
To date, this has been done by Professor 
Rajagopal and his team in India and Dr Odette 
Spruyt and APLI with individual mentors. All of 
the sites have had training at TIPS in the past 
few years. This process is time consuming as 
sites do not always have frequent access to 
email and there are many delays in responding. 
Additional staff  support in Pallium and APLI 
is a priority to help maintain momentum. 
For APLI, there is a need to appoint a project 
offi  cer to keep track of activities of mentors, to 
maintain a website and to provide on-going 

support for the project. Aneeja, in TIPS, is 
helping at “disaster management” to quote 
Professor Rajagopal. 

Potential sites for future mentor visits include:

2 in Kerala 
1 in Orissa
1 in Kolkata Cancer Centre
1 in Assam
1 in Agathala in Tripura 

iv) CONTACT BETWEEN VISITS
There are several methods of maintaining and 
growing relationships between visits such as 
telephone, teleconference or Skype.  Lan-
guage/accent makes communication diffi  cult 
at times as did time diff erences.  Many nurses 
in India have little English, no computer skills 
and no access to computer or broadband 
connection.  

This is a possibility for those who 
had completed training in India and 
demonstrated capability and com-
mitment, however this is expensive 
and would need to be of at least 
one month duration to be meaning-
ful. Those who were 
very good could be 
given the opportunity 
to come to Australia for 
one year if they could 

get medical registration in Australia and if they 
agreed to return to India at the end of the year.

Palliative care in private hospitals 
in India
There is a place for palliative care while 
patients are undergoing chemotherapy and 
this may be seen as generating goodwill for 
the hospital. However, there is little interest 
in developing services which do not generate 
funding. 

Alan, Joseph and Raj making chapatisMap of India: potential sites for future mentor visits

Developing Hamrahi
continued

Patient in Patna, India

Grand round in Patna, India

Updates from mentored 
sites in India

Patient in Patna, India

We greatly enjoyed having Raj stay with us for 
two weeks, and the opportunity to show him 
something of Victorian countryside in winter. 
He and Chandrika also taught us how to make 
excellent chapattis and curry!
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INDIAN SERVICE: 
Dr Ravi Kannan, a surgical oncologist,
runs the Silchar cancer hospital
http://www.cacharcancerhospital.org/ 

Dr Iqbal Bahar is the palliative care 
physician there who has completed the 
six weeks’ course in Trivandrum.

AUSTRALIAN MENTORS:
Dr Oliver Haisken
Palliative medicine specialist, Melbourne
Dr David Brumley
Palliative medicine specialist, Ballarat
The Cachar Cancer Hospital and Re-
search Centre which caters roughly to a 
population of 5 million is a 63 bed rural 
centre located on the outskirts of Silchar 
town in southern Assam in India. It was 
established by members from the commu-
nity, several of whom had family mem-
bers with cancer and with whom they had 
to travel to distant places for treatment.
It is one of the two comprehensive cancer 
centers in the northeast of India.

The Palliative Care division of the
Cachar Cancer Hospital started to function 
from May 2009. It was started with a 
generous support of the Indo-American 
Cancer Association (IACA).

 An average of 70 patients a month, 
nearly 50% of them earning Rs. 3000 
($65) or less a month, coming from three 
districts of Assam, Tripura and 
Mizoram are seen by the Pallia-
tive Care service. The palliative 
care team consists of a physician, a 
program coordinator and 8 nurses. 
They provide both an outpatient 
service and inpatient care in a 14 
bed in-patient facility.

The fi rst mentor visit is planned for
February, 2012, around the time of 
the IAPC conference in Kolkata. 

Cross Cultural Collaborations
Interpreting the signs
Dr Odette Spruyt
10th APHN conference, Penang

... Each visit contributes to the develop-
ment of this Project and each “mentor” 
is encouraged to refl ect deeply on the ex-
perience of cross cultural collaboration. 
Each “mentor’s” report provides wonder-
ful insights into the cross cultural experi-
ences which arise. Common themes are 
enthusiasm for the task at hand, excite-
ment at the richness of the experience, 
confusion arising from diff erence and
unfamiliarity, anger and distress at indif-
ference to suff ering, emotional exhaustion 
arising from the magnitude of suff ering, 

and deeply-valued new relationships, and 
admiration for those working to improve 
suff ering in these demanding conditions.

The session in which this talk was given 
included an excellent talk from Dr Richard 
Lim, Palliative Care Specialist, Malaysia, 
about working with government to develop 
palliative care services and training in 
Malaysia. Richard demonstrated an excellent 
approach to and understanding of the 
challenges of working with bureaucracy,  
including the importance of picking your 
battles, of a “never say die” attitude
tempered by an ability to change tack and
and occasionally put an application to 

one side until 
circumstances 
change and
obstacles 
recede, of 
preparation and 
being ready for 
the “unexpected”
opportunity, 
remaining
passionate without burning out.  I learnt
a great deal from his talk.

Dr Richard Lim

A new link established for 2012!
Odette Spruyt, David Brumley & Oliver Haisken

Dr Ravi Kannan

Silchar roads

Updates from mentored sites in India continued

Pushpagiri, Kerala
Dr Sok Hui Goh is exploring new men-
torship site, as Pushpagiri is not suitable 
for ongoing linkage. There are possibili-
ties in both Kerala and in the north of 
India, at newly established centres in 
Uttarakhand and Agartala (Tripura).

Jamshedpur, Jharkhand
Dr Anil Tandon and Wendy Scott 
have arranged a second visit to 
Jamshedpur in November 2011. 

Indian street photo
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Screening of Life Before Death fi lm.

Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre,
FEBRUARY 6TH 2012

UK initiatives for Palliative Care and
Pain Relief in the developing world

The Shoestring Link and the British Pain Society Pain 
in Developing Countries Special Interest Group
As many know the provision of pain relief and palliative 
care in the developing world (where the vast majority of the 
population live on less than $1.25 per day). Currently 90% 
of the worlds morphine is used by 8 countries. As well as not 
having access to morphine there is an obvious shortage of 
health professionals trained to control symptoms of those in 
pain and those in need of palliative care.
It is estimated that there will be a shortage of 4 million health 
care workers in the developing world by the year 2015. Th e 
WHO has now highlighted the growing epidemic of Non 
communicable diseases in the developing world.
In early 2010 several health professionals were approached by 
Hospice Africa Uganda to help form a link with the newly formed 
Palliative Care BSc incorporating Hospice Africa Uganda / Mak-
erere University and the African Palliative Care Association. Even-
tually a team of 17 health professionals from various disciplines 
and various sites throughout the UK agreed to form a “virtual” 
faculty of UK teachers to support the degree programme.
Th e BSc followed on from Hospice Africa Uganda’s
successful distance learning diploma and linked with
the newly formed department of academic palliative medicine 
based at Mulago hospital. Th e aim of this degree was to create 
a cadre of health professionals providing and developing clini-
cal palliative care services within their respective countries in 
Sub Saharan Africa (SSA). Training health professionals, in the 
principles of palliative care is essential in service development. 
Th e degree in Palliative Care for Africa course does not just 
encompass clinical palliative care training and skill develop-
ment but also provides training in needs assessment, models of 
service delivery, management, donor liaison, writing funding 
proposals, advocacy, research and teaching skills. If graduates 
are equipped with these skills when the return to their places 
of work they can not only provide palliative care to patients 
but develop services, train others, and to develop the evidence 
base required to further develop palliative care in Africa.
As expected, and as with most projects, the amount
of eff ort to meet these aims is vast. Initial progress has
included fact-fi nding visits by the UK based team followed by 
face-to-face teaching. As well as reviewing course modules 
the UK team has helped with the setting of exam questions 
and are currently looking at setting up a web based course 
management system.

Film screening

Australian Pain Society
Australian Pain Society,
Melbourne April 2012

Pain Awareness and Management in
Resource Poor Communities
Th is 90 minute workshop will be lead by Drs Roger Goucke, Rod 
Mitchell and Odette Spruyt.

Th e session will explore some of the issues surrounding pain 
management in areas where resources are scarce. For example, the 
Pacifi c Islands and Papua New Guinea have limited manpower, 
knowledge, access to medications and fi nances, while remote and 
rural Australia appears to have reasonable fi nancial capacity but 
limited manpower and perhaps diff ering priorities. Dr Goucke
is a pain specialist in Perth. He will speak about the pain educa-
tion program, Essential Pain Management, which he developed 
with Dr Wayne Mitchell, anaesthetist in New Zealand, briefl y 
discuss some of the outcome measures and the programme’s 
ongoing development. Dr Rod Mitchell, anaesthetist and elected 
council member of ANZCA and chair of ANZCA’s indigenous 
aff airs committee, with experience working in Alice Springs, will 
provocatively discuss the issues of delivering health care such as 
Pain Management in remote Australia and the role of the APS 
in developing this. Dr Odette Spruyt will speak about Project 
Hamrahi and discuss the issues of measuring benefi t.

Essential Pain Management resource and
Project Hamrahi 
Th is resource was used by Anil and Wendy during their recent visit to 
Jamshedpur, India. Th ey reported that this was an excellent teaching 
aid and would encourage other mentors to use this. Dr Goucke, 
co-developer of the EPM resource has made this available to APLI 
for mentors to use.

News updates
Cancer Aid Society Palliative Care Award 2011
India’s Cancer Aid Society (CAIDS) invites applications 
and nomination for the CAIDS Palliative Care Award 2011. 
CAIDS is an Indian NGO working Nationwide since 1987 
on Palliative Care, Advocacy, Tobacco Control, Cancer and 
Non Communicable Diseases Prevention and Control. Th e 
award winner will be presented with a plaque and a prize of 
Rs.100,000 in February 2012 at the 19th International Confer-
ence of the Indian Association of Palliative Care, Kolkata.

Applications and nominations are open to:
• Doctors, Paramedical Staff  and Social Workers
• with demonstrative leadership in the fi eld of
 Palliative Care for the Cancer Patients
•  from India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan,  
 Afganistan and Sri Lanka Application should be made  
 online along with the references and verifi able
 evidence (through media and pictures) in order to
 identify the leadership of the applicants or nominee.
Closing date: 12 noon (IST) 30th November 2011 NE
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As the team has commenced its work it is clear that pain 
management and palliative care is crucial to the alleviation 
of distress and suff ering but may also for be a poverty reduc-
ing strategy for individuals and health care organizations. Th e 
“need to do something” oft en results in the promotion of inef-
fective treatments impacting on healthcare and social resources. 
Th e option of symptom control call allow better evidence based 
treatment decisions to be made and free up valuable expensive 
health care resources to be used where they are most eff ective.
In the midst of this development a group of health profession-
als responded to a request from Prof MR Rajogopal to form 
a special interest group of the British Pain Society concerned 
with the problem of pain in developing countries. In Septem-
ber of 2010 the Pain in Developing Countries Special Interest 
Group was formed (PDCSIG). So far it organised 2 seminars 
and now has a committee to drive this work forward. It is hoped 
that this committee can link with the IASP group as well as our 
Australasian and Indian colleagues to share and solidify best 
practice and support for initiatives that are occurring through-
out the world. Links are also being made with anaesthesia and 
oncology developments also.

What do the UK team get from this initiative?
As well as the pleasure of linking with colleagues from diff er-
ent backgrounds the links between the NHS staff  and African 
palliative care professionals engender a spirit of
cooperation and increase managerial and leadership skills
as well as cultural awareness on all sides. 

What are our ongoing plans?
Initially the Shoestring link will continue on-going
curriculum review and co-development of educational and 
assessment materials. Th rough the web based Moodle project 
it is hoped to coalesce resources that could be accessible form 
many nations. Key to this project will be the hope that dy-
namic links between the developmental world, in the form of 
forums, bulletin boards and teaching resources can unite people 
throughout the world to educate, advocate and highlight the 
tragedy that is the lack of aff ordable pain relief for many in 
the world. To links with the Association of Anaesthetists of 
Great Britain and Ireland and the World Federation of Socie-
ties of Anaesthesia with a view to look at acute hospital based 
pain management in the developing world and low resource 
solutions. It is hoped that many of the faculties will attempt to 
promote volunteering and student visits to support and link 
with developmental projects. Th e scope of any project like 
this is vast and serendipity oft en plays a 
key role in any improvements. Like the 
Hamrahi link the strength of any project is 
related to the people involved and currently 
that is one thing that all can rely on in both 
the developing and developed world in the 
Shoestring project.

Dr Mike Basler

Cankids
Th e Cankids Pediatric Palliative Care 
project (PPCP) commenced in 2009 and 
grew to strength from September last year, 
under Dr Anjay Babu and the PPCP team, 
focusing on fi nding gaps in the existing 
system in Government hospitals, and fi lling 
the same, providing quality palliative care 
services from moment of diagnosis onwards.
Th e project is exciting, exceptional and the 
fi rst of its kind – with a complete and ho-
listic focus integrating pain management, 
symptom control, counseling, wish grant-
ing, terminal care and bereavement support 
through the entire period of treatment for 
children with cancer and their families.
Services will be available to any family 
with a child faced with cancer, in any Can-
kids Unit hospitals, to begin with in Delhi 
NCR. It integrates with all the other 
Cankids support services and refl ects 
Continuity of Care which is an integral 

part of our mission statement.
Th e work space is both in the cancer 
hospitals we work in as well as India’s fi rst 
Pediatric Palliative Care Center as a Day 
Care and Transition Home we are providing 
near AIIMS and Safdurjung Hospital for 
the NCR of Delhi and northern India.
Th e PPCP team presently includes the 
PPCP Palliative care physician, Snr Psy-
chologist, Counselor, Volunteers, Project 
Offi  cer, Parent Support Group Members. 
Once the Center comes up we would add 
on 1 more Doctor and 2-3 nurses and
attendants. By July 2011, Cankids has
supported over 300 children providing
quality palliative care.
Th e Palliative Care Physician could be 
someone who could either take it on as a
4 - 6 month project, including training a 
younger doctor OR a full time job with a 
2 year time commitment. Hindi is not an 

imperative. We can off er Rs 45000/all 
inclusive, and for the 6 month project 
duration place to stay.
Please contact Sonia Sekhri, our 
Project leader, who is also taking care 

of funding support. She would be happy 
to follow up with mail or phone calls 
and answer any questions you may have. 
Sonia’s email id is sonaisekhri@can-
kidsindia.org. Her phone number is +91 
9811049194

Please feel fr ee to contact me directly
as well. Many thanks for your help, and 
your ongoing support and help to Cankids.

Regards, Poonam Bagai’
Founder President Cankids
…KidsCan
poonambagai@cankidsindia.org
+91 9811525745

Child with cancer
participating in
activity organised
by Cankids
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Cankids is urgently
looking for a Palliative

Care Doctor for a
4-6 month project on

Pediatric Palliative Care in 
North India.
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A REMINDER

LIFE Before Death   www.lifebeforedeath.com

Life before death will include 50 short fi lms themed 
around pain control and end of life issues, releasing one a 
week for a year. 

These � lms continue to be released each week and provide 
excellent educational resource for students and sta� .

IAPC conference call for abstracts
http://www.palliativecare.in/

The 19th International Conference of
Indian Association of Palliative Care
Kolkata,West Bengal

10 to 12 February 2012
The theme is Education, Research and Training
in Palliative Care.
Registration is now open.
Registration with reduced rates will close on 31st 
August 2011. 
For more details log on to
www.iapckolkata2012.orgImportant 
Last date for submission abstracts is 31/10/2011.

Conference news
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From ‘Life Before death’  ©Moonshine Agency

From ‘Life Before death’  ©Moonshine Agency

The Cankids Vision is that when worldwide 70-80% 
childhood cancer is curable, than in our country too 
70 - 80% must survive the disease. We are the only 
organization in India that provides the entire range 
of support services from moment of cancer diagno-
sis, through treatment and after, to cancer aff ected 
children and their families. Since inception in January 
2004, to date we have supported over 5000 children 
with cancer and their families, importantly in their 
medical treatment.

Unfortunately in India, 70-90% children still continue 
to die of Cancer due to lack of awareness, late diag-
nosis, inadequate cancer treatment facilities and im-
portantly lack of fi nance. In the press of numbers of 
patients, especially in Government hospitals, pain, 
symptom management and psycho-social support 
get low priority. Once a child becomes terminally ill, 
the other children who are still curative become the 
priority from the point of view of the doctor’s time and 
the hospital’s resources.

Providing the continuity of care and integrating cura-

tive treatment and palliative care are important part 
of the Cankids mission statement. Accordingly we 
launched a PEDIATRIC PALLIATIVE CARE PROJECT 
(PPCP) in July 2009.

IN Dec 2010 premises for a PPCP Center have been 
made available at Gautam Nagar near 2 major Govt 
hospitals AIIMS and Safdurjung. It is also next to the 
Green Park Metro station , making the Center accessi-
ble to other cancer centers in the city. The Center will 
be run as a DAY CARE AND TRANSITION HOME – with 
an OPD, 10 inpatient cubicles, a Therapy room, coun-
seling room, Doctors consultation room and training 
facilities, kitchen and a cafeteria over 3 fl oors. The 
Center will provide support for Palliative Care across 
Delhi and to other Cancer Centers in Northern India 
as well as other parts of the country where Cankids 
has Units.

The Center will be ready to operate by December end 
. Staying accommodation for the Dr would be on the 
3rd fl oor of the Center premises.

Brief details of the PPCP project:  continued
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English.aljazeera.net/programmes/peopleand-
power/2011/07/2011720113555645271.html  
Freedom from pain
Th is link takes you to a documentary made by a 
team of students and teachers from the University of British Columbia’s 
Graduate School of Journalism International Reporting Program (IRP), 
led by Peter W. Klein who is the director of the UBC School of Jour-
nalism and the IRP. It adds to the advocacy short fi lms by Moonshine 
Agency, here in Melbourne and is another excellent resource for teaching 
about the crisis of unrelieved pain world-wide. 

Websites of interest

Make a donation to APLI on behalf of a loved one.
Th e funds will contribute to strengthening projects such as Hamrahi that are 

working towards bettering Palliative care in India.

Looking for a different Christmas present idea? DIRECT DEBIT TO: 
Name: Australian Palliative

Link International 
BSB: 063806 

Account: 10160981

Images: ©AlJazeera website, 
©Moonshine Agency 
Images: 
©

Advantages of membership
• Regular newsletter
• Links with similar International Organisations eg IAHPC, APHN
• Links with similarly minded individuals within and outside Australia
• Access to an information base on Services and Palliative Medicine  
 practitioners in developing countries
• Information on relevant conferences within and outside Australia.
• Updates on Project Hamrahi

APLI membership HOW TO JOIN
Please print this page, complete details and post with
an annual subscription fee of $40 for new members to:
Mr Alan Hebb
Public Offi  cer/Treasurer
APLI
25 Noonan Grove
Woodend Vic 3442
Australia

Title: First name: Last name: 
Job title: 
Company:
Address:
City: State: Post code: 
Home phone:  Work phone: Fax:  Email: 
Country (countries) of interest: 

If you wish to pay direct into account, 
please complete the form and notify 
of payment on form.
Bank details:
Name: Australasian Palliative Link 
International
BSB: 063806
Account: 10160981

©Moonshine 
Agency 

Attention Special event

A special showing of the fi lm Life before Death will be 
held at Peter Mac Date: 6th Feb 2012.

Stay tuned for more details.

Attention 

A special showing of the fi lm Life before Death will be 

Stay tuned for more details.


